The development of muon-muon colliders would open up new physics opportunities at both the low energy (E CM = 500 GeV) and high energy (E CM = 4 TeV) frontiers. An unique possibility is s-channel Higgs boson production and measurement of its width. Heavy supersymmetric particles may be discovered and their properties determined. Alternatively, strong electroweak symmetry breaking can be revealed.
The possibility that muon colliders can be constructed 1, 2, 3] opens the important question of their potential to discover or study new physics 4, 5] . In particular, what can be accomplished at a + ? collider compared to an e + e ? linear collider or the Large Hadron Collider? A general observation is that a + ? collider can at a minimum explore the same physics as an e + e ? collider of the equal CM energy and luminosity provided that the larger backgrounds in the detector can be managed. But are there unique possibilities of a muon collider that would make it complementary to an e + e ? linear collider? In fact, the ner beam energy resolution, smaller bremsstrahlung and beamstrahlung, possibly higher energy reach than an e + e ? collider, and Higgs coupling proportional to m o er distinct and possibly crucial advantages that will be discussed in this report, which is largely drawn from the studies in Refs 4, 5] .
First, we brie y outline the advantages of a + ? collider for fundamental physics and then later discuss the prospects in more detail. The major areas of interest are as follows:
Higgs collider, although event rates for scalar particles are p-wave suppressed near threshold. The energy reach of the NLC is probably adequate for + 1 ? 1 pair production of the lightest chargino and the for production 0 1 + 0 2 of the lightest neutralinos. The NLC energy may also be su cient for pair production of the sleptons (ẽ;~ ;~ ) and the lightest (t 1 ). However the NLC energy could well be inadequate for production of the heavier chargino and neutralinos and squarks other than stop.
Light Higgs strategy at a muon collider First, the light Higgs discovery will likely be made at LEP 2, the LHC or the NLC before a muon collider is constructed. At the LHC the detection can be made via the h ! decay mode, with production by W ! Wh and t th. Next Muon Collider as a SUSY factory
We turn our attention now to the physics at a p s = 4 TeV + ? collider with luminosity L = 10 35 cm ?2 s ?1 . The LHC will provide su cient CM energy to produce heavy squarks and gluinos, but disentangling the particle spectrum and measuring the masses will be a real challenge at a hadron collider due to complex cascade decays and QCD backgrounds. The production of heavy SUSY particles leads to spherical events near threshold characterized by multijets, missing energy (associated with the escaping lightest supersymmetric particle) and leptons. The separation of these signals from backgrounds should not be a problem.
Study of a strongly interacting electroweak sector (SEWS)
In the event that there is no low-energy supersymmetry and no Higgs boson of mass m H < 0:8 TeV, then the scattering of longitudinally polarized W-bosons must become strong at the TeV energy range. At a + ? collider SEWS can be studied through the process in Fig. 6 
Conclusion
In summary, muon collider o er exciting opportunities to explore new physics at both the low ( p s = 500 GeV) and high ( p s = 4 TeV) energy frontiers.
The most exciting prospects include the s-channel production of Higgs bosons, allowing precision measurements of Higgs masses and widths, the discovery and study of heavy SUSY particles, or in the absence of a weakly interacting Higgs sector, the study of strong scattering of W-bosons at high energies.
